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Epic summoners 2 codes

Epic Summoners 2 is a card game just released from developer FT Games on android &amp; iOS mobile platforms. The game is completely free and can be downloaded from google play. In this article, it will give you information about the game, as well as new opportunities, eliminate the main shortcomings, give you a lot of game resources and more in Epic Summoners 2, give
the hack. FT Games knows how to make a game and you can see for yourself. FT Games has made a well-protected game so anyone can download a modified version of the game and install Epic Summoners 2 mode on their device. But using a mode is not necessary. Why? Because Asian programmers love FT Games and also make great bonus codes that you can definitely
get for free. Card games are a popular type of game and Epic Summoners 2 is one of the best representatives. The game has good graphics, excellent controls and, most importantly, an interesting game. Why? Because FT Games are real professionals. But that didn't stop the secret code from being created. You'll find more code. Here. The disadvantages of FT Games game
are absolutely standard: a lot of advertising, lack of game resources, some elements and much more difficulty opening up. Cheats Epic Summoners 2 will solve all problems, remove ads, give a lot of money (resources) and much more. Below you can skip the protection created by FT Games and see a list of working codes that provide excellent benefits. Epic Summoners 2 Codes
on Android and IOS: 0YEM36USR2QQWVJZ4KYH238H4X8B3UQN23PS4YH8GWYK1KLVZ7FOCOEXAGGVB38984B465Z Don't know how to enterYPOIOB54YSG93J23HYM1BR9HJMDL6QO9GWL3QYPL2KBYY92U1JBLHFL4N9LISB6DT2MCUF76MJ04VMNOWF Codes? Read the instruction and do everything in a minute. Codes don't work in the updated version of the
game? Ft Games can identify and override codes. If the codes don't work, comment on it and we'll update them. Hacked Epic Summoners 2 will unlock the full potential of the game. Just enter the secret codes and play unlimitedly. FT Games doesn't block players to use bonus codes, so use them as many as you want. Updated cheats appear 3 days after updating the game, so
take your time to let us know the new version of the game. Epic Summoners 2 is an RPG hero collector's game by FT Games. In the game, collect heroes, collect and upgrade your own team and bring them to battle. The game has more than 50 unique heroes, all unique abilities and playing style. Epic Summoners 2 is available on Android via Google Play. To help Epic
Summoners 2 players, we've prepared this guide that teaches you the basics of the game and tips and tricks on how to become a better player. Epic Summoners 2 features and objectives are a very complex game. Therefore, many first-timers get overwhelmed by the time they step into the game. This guide quickly obtains a grip and its main features. The basics of the table epic
Summoners 2 game, the main goal is to advance throughout the campaign by defeating enemy levels. You can find the campaign in the Adventure Gate on the home screen. To challenge a scene, press the sword icon on the right just above the stage number. Before entering the war, he has to form a team with a collection of heroes. With the following composition, there can be a
total of 5 heroes in battle at the same time: three heroes in the background, two heroes in the middle and one hero in front of it. When you're in battle, all heroes, including enemies, automatically attack each other, depending on the fastest. When all the heroes attack, the cycle begins again. If you don't beat the enemy team in less than 15 rounds, you lose. If the enemy team
seizes your team, you lose, too. Heroes have two attacks, a basic attack and a special attack. Basic attacking enemies charge a hero's special attack. When a hero charges his special attack, they use it on their next turn. Bringing your team together and upgrading is an important part of hero collectors like Epic Summoners. There are several ways to win rewards to help you
upgrade your heroes and summon new one, such as defeating levels, completing missions, and collecting empty rewards. If you're stuck on some level in the campaign, look for other things to do in the game, such as Dragon Tower, Guild Dungeons, or Expedition. All this will help you move forward by allowing you to earn resources that you can use to upgrade your team. Call in
new heroes Not only do you get new heroes in Epic Summoners 2, but it's also a great way to increase your team's strength. By changing a hero who usually doesn't perform well, it can significantly increase your chances of winning in battle. Although not always like this, 5-star heroes are, in many cases, better than those with worse star ratings. Therefore, a lower star rank is very
rare to get a more 5-star hero. Even if you can get your hand on a hero you believe can replace someone on your team, it can be very valuable as you can rip out heroes you don't need and in some cases use them to rise to other heroes. The main way to get new heroes in the game passes a random calling feature known as Magic Code. Magic Code can change keys or gems for
random heroes. There are three types of subpoenas, the first of which requires silver keys, the second gold keys and third stones: the purple book gives the best heroes but also the gold and silver keys are harder to come by than the stones, no cost. You also get a free call from this method every 24 hours. The blue book gives good heroes and requires golden keys where you
can find crates and other semi-often rewards. Green book gives the worst heroes of the calling genres but requires silver easy to get. Many things, including empty rewards and missions, you can get them. There are other ways to get new heroes in the game, such as buying pieces from shops, opening progress chests and participating in events. If you are looking for a specific
hero, try to use one of these methods, as they usually allow you to choose/buy the hero you want. Most of the heroes to be obtained throughout the game, however, will come in three types of Magic Code subpoenas. Claim your rewards Claim all the rewards the game throws you every day. There are many rewards to collect, especially at the beginning of your journey. Here are
some of the most important rewards to collect: Idle rewards – rewards passively earned by your team, even if you're online offline – rewards for being online for a specific time frameArcase points you can send to friends every dayYear player rewards – rewards for new players when completing specific missionsDay entry rewards – you can only request by entering the game Other
resources used to upgrade your team throughout the game in Iölanti. You can keep a total of 12 hours of empty rewards at a time, so claim them at least every 12 hours to maximize your earnings. The remaining rewards mentioned above often give special resources such as switches, stones, gears, chips and crystals. Fill out your friends list You need to fill out your friends list as
soon as possible. Every day, you can send friendship points to all your friends, and they can send them to you. When you reach Level 50, you unlock the friend boss you can challenge by spending friendship points. You can use three of your own heroes and six heroes of your friends from your friend boss. After the boss fights, the boss get a chest containing a number of silver
and gold keys depending on the amount of damage to the deal. In one run against the friend boss, there are 13 golden keys and 12 silver keys, and it only costs 20 friendlies points. Therefore, you need to fill out the list of friends so that you can start farming keys as soon as possible. To get more friends from Epic Summoners 2, go to the world chat and write that you can add
anyone there, or just add me. Many people have the chance to accept your request or add you. You can also go to the friends tab on the left side of the home screen, tap the Find tab and add anyone recommended there. Even if you're only 50 levels old, fill out your friends list based on friend points and you'll still be on your 50th anniversary. Campaign, Dragon Tower and Magic
Cube From time to time, you will find yourself stuck on a certain level of campaigning. When you do this, look for other content that you can grow resources to upgrade your team. The most important of these is Sefer. The expedition is similar to other idle labyrinths Games that advance through a maze defeating enemy platforms. To maximize your rewards, be sure to challenge
the expedition before it's snuffed out. To access The Campaign, press the Party balloon in the upper-right corner of the home screen and press Campaign. Inside, you can move to a platform adjacent to the platform you're currently on, so you can plan your route. You earn rewards from every platform you beat, but you win a ton more rewards than the final level of each stage. The
Dragon Tower is a series of floors, each with a team guarding that floor. Each floor becomes increasingly difficult, so just make it so much that it is stuck on one floor. After you've raised your team high enough, come back and catch the floors you can beat now. Another big building in the game is Magic Cube. Here you can challenge bosses and earn rewards depending on the
amount of damage you do. Magic Cube awards include hero pieces, stones, gold and other resources for forging, etc. Upgrade your heroes In Epic Summoners 2, you need to upgrade your heroes to keep up with the growing challenge of enemies. There are several ways to do this, including leveling, leveling up, going up, rising, hardware gearing and upgrade hardware. Different
resources are required for each of these methods, so you may want to consider how you elevate a hero. If you plan to use a particular hero in the long run, they need to spend layer tokens, as gold and spirit are much more difficult. There may be as many layers as a hero you don't need a few times later if you really need it, but in later layers, it's too expensive to do. Therefore, if
you do not need them in the long run, we recommend that you do not layer the heroes more than three times. The gear is navy and can be given to another hero, so go ahead and upgrade as much as you want and who gives, you can always give it to someone else. When dismantling a hero, you have spent about 80% of the gold and soul back, but you can make it much less
level as tokens. Therefore, at the same time, within logic, you can now throw a ton of gold and soul into heroes so that you don't need to move faster. Follow progress missions In general, it's a great idea to follow progress missions and missions. In the upper right corner of the home screen, you can always find a mission that wants to do something. Keeping track of these
missions will help you greatly thanks to what you can get on the right path and the rewards you receive after completing them. The rewards of clearing progress missions include everything from keys to arena badges. Missions are another great way to get your hands on some great rewards such as stones, fire crystal ivedive switches. You can find all your tasks in the lower-right
corner of the home screen at the bottom of the tasks tab. Join a guild it has many advantages such as participating, boosters and, of course, access to guild dungeons and guild shop. A series of guild dungeons special battles that you can access in a guild. The number of battles you can fight in a guild dungeon depends on the progress your guild has made here. Like the
expedition, the guild resets the dungeon after a while. Completing battles in a guild dungeon gives you rewards, including guild coins you can spend in a guild shop. The guild store is located under the third tab inside the store. To access it, click on the green shopkeeper on the left side of the home screen and press the icon with a tower on the right side. You can buy many big
things, including random hero pieces. The guild shop resets after a few days so you don't have to spend it on something you don't need if you run out of pieces to buy your guild money – wait for the guild shop to reset instead. Test your skills in the Arena When you build a great team, you can test it against other players of the game in the Arena. Arena is the PvP system in Epic
Summoners 2 with ranking system so you can see how you rank against all other players. The fight against other players is not only a fun experience, but also gives some great rewards. Therefore, we recommend that you do all your free arena runs when you can. Arena coin deals in the arena shop, you can get a lot of big 5 star heroes. To get more arena coins, all you have to
do is fight in the arena. With all these tips and tricks presented in this guide, you are now ready to get Epic Summoners 2 and become a great caller. If you have any tips or tricks that you believe should be in this guide, you can share them with us in the comments section below. Below.
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